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About Noble Ambition
Noble Ambition is an Australian leader in fundraising strategy and capacity
building for Boards and CEOs. We work with organisational leadership,
industry and government agencies in the for-purpose sector. Our client
base is national, representative of the breadth of the for-purpose sector,
from Australia’s largest charities to high impact start-ups.
Our noble ambition is to see transformational social impact through
philanthropic investment in the for-purpose sector, at scale. To achieve this,
we deliver a range of strategy and capacity building services from complex
campaign counsel, bespoke strategic advice, executive coaching and
online fundraising leadership courses.
Subscribe to Noble Ambition to receive the latest research findings,
thought leadership pieces and capacity building services to support
excellence in fundraising leadership.
To discuss your noble ambition and how we may be able to help build
capacity of your organisation’s fundraising leadership, please get in touch.

Read more at nobleambition.com.au
Melissa Smith, CEO, Noble Ambition
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THE CURRENT STATE
OF AUSTRALIAN
PHILANTHROPY

Philanthropy is key to [the
organisation’s] success, and the board
is a critical resource to support that.
Chair, Education sector

Substantial philanthropic giving is in a period of rapid
growth.1 Today, more than 50% of individual giving
in Australia now comes from a small group of people
who give over $25,000 per annum.2 But, while these
remarkable figures suggest a thriving fundraising
landscape, challenges abound: mass giving is in decline3
and traditional fundraising mechanisms are becoming
increasingly costly and yielding lower return on
investment. COVID has only accelerated these trends,
putting events and face-to-face fundraising on hold and
hampering opportunities to explore and build in-person
donor relationships.
The philanthropy market is seeing a shift towards more
structured giving and relationship-based fundraising
such as major gifts and bequests.4 The success of
these initiatives relies heavily on strategic support from
Boards, CEOs and Heads of Fundraising (HoF), who
can significantly influence both philanthropists and
organisational fundraising revenue.
Organisations with an established culture of philanthropy
are well placed to prosper in this challenging landscape.
Similarly, organisations with a strong fundraising strategy
and engaged fundraising leadership can respond to
changes in the market, galvanising both their leadership
teams and supporters to weather and even grow during
these difficult periods.
But what about those organisations struggling to thrive
in this space? How can they be supported to achieve
fundraising success, and how can their senior leaders
lead the way?

	
Donations of Australia’s 50 biggest givers double in five years, Australian Financial Review, April 2021

1

	Fundraising Research and Consultancy Analysis of Australian Tax Office 2017 - 2018 tax statistics, 2021

2

	
An examination of tax deductible donations made by individual Australian tax payers in 2018 / 19,

3

Australian Centre for Philanthropy and Non Profit Studies, August 2021
	
The number of people giving to charity hits 40 year low, Probono Australia, August 2021

4
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AN IMPORTANT
PROBLEM TO SOLVE
Academic research and market insights tell

Fundamentally, increasing leadership

us that Boards and CEOs play a critical role in

involvement in fundraising often involves difficult

fundraising outcomes and impact – and that

conversations about responsibility, accountability,

they’re also crucial to the acquisition of major

money, personal networks and skills gaps across

gifts. For example, many recent mega gifts and

traditional power structures and hierarchies.

multi-million-dollar campaigns in the higher

We’re not seeing sufficient drive among

education, cultural and health sectors are the

senior leaders to lead or engage in effective,

result of effective advocacy or asks by CEOs or

transparent and compelling discussions within

Board members, and / or feature significant

their organisations, supported by sufficient data

gifts from Board members.5

on fundraising engagement at a national scale.
This report seeks to support and increase the

That’s because major gifts fundraising is largely

effectiveness of these discussions.

relationship-based. Board members are more
likely to have, or to be able to establish, the sort
of peer relationships with philanthropists and high
net worth individuals that can lead to major gifts.
Similarly, CEOs play a crucial role in articulating
their organisation’s philanthropic vision and
demonstrating to prospective donors that their
organisation supports the project being funded at
the very highest level.
Despite this, we know that engaging senior
leaders in fundraising, particularly Boards,
remains one of the greatest challenges for
fundraisers.6 In our work at Noble Ambition, we
frequently witness organisations experiencing
challenges in engaging their leadership and see
the impact of these challenges on fundraising

The CEO is a leader in the sector,
not just our organisation. Getting the
CEO’s involvement is very influential
when it comes to major giving.
Although there are many calls on the
CEO’s time, fundraising should be
considered important enough to be
given the time required.

outcomes. So why haven’t we seen the change
we know will deliver results?

Chair, International Development sector

	Such as Art Gallery of NSW’s Sydney Modern $100M Campaign, State Library of Victoria’s Vision 2020 and Sydney Theatre Company’s Wharf

5

Revitalisation campaign. For insights into mega gifts and multimillion dollar campaigns in the cultural sector, listen to How We Raised It, podcast
hosted by Noble Ambition, commissioned by Creative Partnerships, launching November 2021.
	
Who’s asking for what? Fundraising leadership in Australian non-profits, QUT Australian Centre for Philanthropy and Non Profit Studies, 2013

6
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A NATIONAL
BENCHMARKING
SURVEY
In July 2021, we launched the National

Specifically, the survey sought to explore:

Benchmarking Survey on Fundraising Leadership,
an Australian first. This online survey invited
Boards, CEOs, and HoF to provide insights into the
role of senior leadership in driving fundraising and
philanthropy engagement, impact and success.
At Noble Ambition, our work has consistently

›	current levels of fundraising engagement
and impact of Boards, CEOs & HoF;
›	appetite for increased engagement
and impact;
› opportunities for, and barriers to, change.

shown that there are three key channels through
which increased engagement and impact in
fundraising leadership can be achieved:
1.	The use of fundraising leadership experts
to drive strategy and navigate challenging
internal discussions across different levels
of hierarchy, influence and experience.
2.	The use of data and evidence to demonstrate
the impact of fundraising engagement at
leadership levels amongst peers in the sector.
3.	Access to case studies of best practice in
fundraising leadership that can be applied
across the for-purpose sector, regardless
of an organisation’s size or audience.
Our benchmarking survey was developed to
deliver on all three of these areas. We invited
Boards, CEOs and HoF to share their thoughts
on how they and their senior leadership teams
are contributing to their organisations’
fundraising outcomes.

This report provides the key findings from the
survey, which offer a unique insight into the state
of fundraising leadership within the Australian
for-purpose sector. It also contains case studies
of six organisations, informed by qualitative
interviews, identified during the survey as high
performers in fundraising leadership. All six were
among only 8% of respondents who rated their
organisation’s fundraising leadership (Board, CEO
and HoF, if applicable) as strong or very strong
across all four survey measures: knowledge,
engagement, impact and willingness to increase
engagement / impact.
The survey data and case studies, combined
with a series of recommendations and discussion
questions, offer actionable tools and strategies
to support excellence in fundraising leadership.
Specifically, they provide practical guidance for
Board engagement, support for CEOs to drive
higher levels of fundraising confidence, and a
roadmap for HoF to secure increased buy-in of
Boards and CEOs.
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ABOUT THE
SURVEY

SUB-SECTOR
■ Culture

20%
29%

One hundred and eighty-nine respondents

■ Health
■ Education + Research
■ Social Services

completed the online survey,7 which was open
to senior leaders: Board Chairs, Board Directors,

■ Other

13%

CEOs and HoF. CEOs and HoF were key

■ None of these [ 1% ]

respondents (32% each) followed by Chairs

19%

and Board Directors (combined at 24%).

18%

The survey contained questions designed to
measure senior leaders’ knowledge of philanthropy
and fundraising, their engagement in fundraising
activities, whether their engagement impacted their

12%

organisation’s philanthropic outcomes, and their
level of willingness to increase their engagement

32%

and / or impact in the future. Respondents were
24%

asked to rate their own abilities, as well as the

ROLE
■ CEO
■ Head of Fundraising

abilities of other senior leaders they worked with.

■ Board Director or Chair
■ None of these**

Respondents represented 12 sub-sectors of the
for-purpose sector,8 with the majority from:

32%

›	culture (29%)
›	health (19%)
›	education & research (18%)
17%

›	social services (13%).

FUNDRAISING TEAM
SIZE (# OF FTES)

Respondent organisations had fundraising

41%

teams of varying sizes, from less than 2
full-time equivalent team members to 11+:

20%

■ < 2 FTEs
■ 2 - 4 FTEs
■ 5 - 10 FTEs
■ 11+ FTEs

›	41% had less than 2

■ I can’t say [ less than 1% ]

›	22% had 2 - 4

22%

›	20% had 5 - 10
›	17% had 11+.
Respondents also represented a wide spectrum
of the national for-purpose sector:

	An additional 25 respondents were screened out due to not being a CEO, Board

7

Director, Chair or Head of Fundraising. It’s important to note that the survey data
reported throughout this document is based on perception (of self or others) rather
than on consistent tangible measures. This benchmarking survey is intended to be a

›	Proportion of revenue from donations

meaningful step towards developing consistent measures for fundraising leadership

/ bequests9 in FY19 / 20 ranged from 1 - 100%

performance that can support continued improvements in fundraising outcomes
across the sector.

›	Total income from donations / bequests in
FY19 / 20 ranged from $5,000 - $150 million

	Categories based on Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission (ACNC)

8

reporting definitions, with the exception of Culture / Recreation which was

›	% of CEO’s time spent on fundraising &
philanthropy ranged from less than 1% - 80%
›	% of Board members who personally
donate ranged from 0 - 100%.

separated into two categories for the purposes of the survey and report.
Definitions of donations / bequests reporting revenue based on ACNC guidelines.

9

	Those who selected ‘None of these’ at Q3 (Role) were screened out from

**

the survey at this point.
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CASE STUDY
Garvan Institute
of Medical Research
Donations / bequests as % of total revenue: 40 - 50%
SECTOR › HEALTH

EXPERIENCED AND STRATEGIC
FUNDRAISING LEADERSHIP
The Garvan Institute of Medical Research has a rich history

“Our Board Directors, along with our generous donors,

of fundraising. Founded with a legacy gift, the Institute

corporate partners and Partners for the Future, are

has continued to build on these philanthropic traditions:

critical members of the Garvan family, accordingly

over the last 10 years, funding from the community has

they are treated with our utmost gratitude and respect,”

increased from $15M (2010) to $48M (2020).

Tilley says.

These significant gains reflect the changing landscape

Foundation Board meetings present further opportunities

of health and medical research – costs are increasing,

to inspire engagement, reinforce accountability and

but national peer reviewed funding is in decline. These

deliver ongoing education in the business of fundraising,

changes have shifted the perception of fundraising

and the catalytic impact of philanthropic investment in

within the organisation from “a nice to have [to] an

Garvan’s breakthrough medical research.

absolute fundamental need for us to be able to conduct
world-class medical research,” says Garvan Research

Senior scientists and clinician-scientists frequently present

Foundation Director Mara-Jean Tilley.

their research at these meetings, providing inspiration
about the Institute’s research programs and getting Board

“Garvan’s dependence on philanthropy has grown

members thinking about who among their donor networks

from around 30% of our annual operating income to up

might be keen to support the work.

to almost 50%. I think that genuine need ensures that
everybody within the organisation has a vested interest

These meetings are also characterised by celebrations

in seeing that be successful.”

of fundraising success, the result of a detailed reporting
process that celebrates the generosity of Garvan’s

The organisation’s fundraising strategy is built on the

supporters, and highlights the achievements of active

back of high-performance leadership that includes a clear

Board members.

emphasis on the importance of Board participation. Key to
this is the Foundation Board recruitment process, which is

The key to increasing fundraising leadership performance,

focused on filling skill and / or network gaps.

Tilley says, is for organisations to understand and articulate
their strategic fundraising priorities.

A bespoke onboarding method led by the Chair and
Director further ensures that all Board members are well

“If there’s no genuine need, if there’s no structured

versed in the business of the Institute, its fundraising

proposal for fundraising, then you cannot activate a

strategy and its key scientific priority areas for fundraising.

board to be champions for you,” she says.

It’s an approach that’s designed to inspire Board members’

“And that is super basic, but the number of organisations

own passion for medical research and health impact, as

that I hear of that don’t really know what they need

well as to build confidence in the channels through which

funding for or haven’t communicated effectively to their

the Garvan’s supporters are engaged and cared for.

board directors can be surprising.”
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LEADERSHIP ENGAGEMENT
IN FUNDRAISING
Importance of leadership engagement in fundraising
Leadership engagement in fundraising

Primary reasons cited for the importance of

(Boards, CEOs, and HoF) is critically important:

fundraising leadership engagement at Board and
CEO level were:

›	89% of respondents indicated
Boards:

Board engagement was important
or very important

›	Leading by example (37%).

›	95% of respondents indicated CEO

›	Creating opportunities for organisations to

engagement in fundraising was

access Board networks; opening doors (that

important or very important.

is, establishing fundraising connections as a
result of these networks) (28%);

Fundraising is critical to organisations, with a

›	and a belief that Board engagement

third of respondents indicating that fundraising

in fundraising has a direct impact on

represented 50% or more of their organisation’s

fundraising revenue (28%).

total revenue mix.

CEOs:
›	Building trust and credibility with
donors (28%).
›	CEO as the public face of the
organisation (27%).
›	CEO is seen as its best fundraising
asset (21%).

IMPORTANCE OF INVOLVEMENT OF BOARDS AND CEOS IN FUNDRAISING

Very important + important › 89%
BOARD

52%

37%

■ Very important

7%

■ Important
■ Neutral

CEO

70%

25%

4%

■ Not important [<2%]
■ Can't say [<2%]

Very important + important › 95%
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CASE STUDY
National Library
of Australia
Donations / bequests as % of total revenue: 2.5%
SECTOR › CULTURAL

CONSISTENCY IN COMMUNICATION
AND REPORTING TRANSPARENCY
At the National Library of Australia (NLA), a federal

The philanthropy team sits within the office of the

government cultural institution based in Canberra,

CEO, highlighting the importance of fundraising

high performance in fundraising leadership has

as a strategic priority for the organisation.

come about through dedicated strategy and

Philanthropy is a standing item for every Council

commitment of its leadership.

meeting, and a dedicated Philanthropy Working
Group, comprised of the CEO, 3 Council members

Director-General and CEO Dr Marie-Louise Ayres

and the Head of Philanthropy, also meets

dedicates 20% of her time to fundraising, a figure

fortnightly to discuss progress against action

that resulted in 130 donor interactions over the

items. Like the CEO, all Board donor interactions

past 12 months.

are noted and captured in fundraising reporting
and analysis.

“That level of commitment of her time to the job
makes an enormous difference,” says Dr Conor

The Head of Philanthropy engages with Council

McCarthy, Director of Philanthropy.

members on fundraising according to their
interests and appetite, and individual success is

“She’s a highly effective communicator and

attributed and celebrated,

advocate for the library and for the issues
that we’re trying to improve – things like

“Of the funds we raised last year, our biggest gift

access to collections, democratisation of

was brought in by a Council member, making an

knowledge and so on.”

ask himself,” Dr McCarthy says.

NLA’s fundraising success was driven by the

The result is an organisation where fundraising

Director-General and its Council (Board) guided

leadership is increasingly part of the culture –

by a strategy that has sought to actively engage

an important strategic objective rather than an

its leadership and embed best practice major

operational task.

gift fundraising principles of communication,
engagement and reporting.
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Leadership engagement
varies from role to role
Senior leaders engage in fundraising in a
variety of ways depending on their role.
According to the survey:
›	On average, CEOs spend 30% of their time
on fundraising activity, regardless of sector
or fundraising team size. They primarily
engage in advocating, thanking donors
and fundraising management
›	Boards primarily engage in governance,
advocating on behalf of organisations,
then personal giving and introductions
›	HoF primarily engage in asking, strategy
and thanking donors, followed by
fundraising management.
However, this data reflects how leaders are
currently engaged, not necessarily how they
should engage to achieve maximum impact
for their organisations. Identifying the areas
of greatest potential impact for each role is
key to effective engagement.

CEO engagement can
boost impact
For example, the survey data shows that if the
CEO engages in giving, getting and actively
encouraging a culture of philanthropy, we see
significant uplift in these same areas for Boards
(from 66% to 82% in Board giving and from 33%
to 44% in encouraging a culture of philanthropy)
and HoF (from 82% to 91% in encouraging a
culture of philanthropy). Focusing the CEO’s time
on strategic fundraising activities can significantly
lift impact in other leadership group areas.
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HOW LEADERSHIP ENGAGES IN FUNDRAISING: BOARDS, CEOS AND HOF

BOARDS
Governance

71%

Advocating on behalf of organisation

67%

Introducing networks to organisation

67%

Giving (personal donations)

66%

Strategy

60%

Thanking donors

50%

Getting (asking for gifts)

34%

Encouraging culture of philanthropy
Other

33%
1%

None of these

3%

CEOS
Advocating on behalf of organisation

91%

Thanking donors

89%

Management

78%

Strategy

76%

Getting (asking for gifts)

75%

Encouraging culture of philanthropy

65%

Introducing networks to organisation

59%

Giving (personal donations)

46%

Other

1%

None of these

1%

HOF
Getting (asking for gifts)

89%

Strategy

88%

Thanking donors

88%

Management

83%

Encouraging culture of philanthropy

82%

Advocating on behalf of organisation

72%

Introducing networks to organisation

46%

Giving (personal donations)

43%

Other

0%

None of these

0%
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CASE STUDY
Australian Progress
Donations / bequests as % of total revenue: 60%
SECTOR › CIVIL SOCIETY AND CAPACITY BUILDING

BOARD RECRUITMENT AND
GENUINE RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
Australian Progress is a national organisation

Fundraising leadership, supported by the Board, is

that builds the advocacy capacity of the

very much driven by the Executive Director (CEO).

nonprofit sector – and here, success in
fundraising leadership boils down to building

Albion also plays a critical role in meeting

strategic relationships with donors, and select

fundraising deliverables. Her approach is focused

Board recruitment.

on building honest and reciprocal connections
with people who share Australian Progress’

“Our Board has established a fundraising

ambition and commitment to enabling the sector

subcommittee and recruited people specifically

to create systemic change.

for their philanthropic relationships. We’ve got
both people from the philanthropic sector and

“Part of our success is the breadth of

with fundraising experience,” says Executive

relationships we have, and the deep partnerships

Director, Kirsty Albion.

we form with philanthropy,” she says.

“That’s probably been one of the biggest

“We learn so much from the philanthropists

levers for us.”

we work with and vice versa. I approach
philanthropic fundraising like I’m offering a gift of

Transparent communication processes gives

being part of something that really matters. It’s

the Fundraising Committee a clear view of

about finding a shared mission where everyone

organisational and fundraising strategy, as well

has a different role to contribute.”

as of Australian Progress’ existing philanthropic
relationships. This creates opportunities for
individual Board members to make new
introductions that are clearly aligned with
Australian Progress’ goals.
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Boards can be more
engaged in getting

Senior leaders should do
what only they can do

Based on market insights, we know that Boards

Boards, CEOs and HoF have different

and CEOs have played a significant and active

responsibilities in the fundraising space.

role in securing some of Australia’s most

Articulating these roles as appropriate to your

significant mega gifts and multi-million-dollar

organisation and creating a culture in which

campaigns to date, both through personal

leaders do what only they can do is crucial to

giving and asking of their peers.10 Board giving is

boosting culture and confidence in fundraising

addressed in more detail on page 21. In terms of

leadership engagement.

asking for gifts, 34% of Boards engage in getting
compared to 75% of CEOs. This data suggests
significant opportunity for Boards to increase
their engagement in this area, potentially leading
to increased fundraising revenue through
peer-to-peer engagement. The importance of
personal giving before asking and being suitably
equipped to make the ask are also important
factors that will inform potential uplift in these
areas.

The Board carries influence
and in undertaking to be a
Board member, Directors
should use that influence to
the benefit of the organisation.
This comes naturally in many
spheres of Board activity but not
fundraising – but it should.

Chair, Health sector

	For stories on the role of leadership in securing mega gifts and multi-million-dollar campaigns in the arts, listen to How We Raised It, podcast hosted

10

by Noble Ambition, commissioned by Creative Partnerships, launching November 2021.
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CASE STUDY
Australian
Chamber Orchestra
Donations / bequests as %
of total revenue: 30 - 40%
SECTOR › CULTURAL

INTEGRATED FUNDRAISING
LEADERSHIP MODEL
Fundraising is a critical part of the income mix

For example, the Managing Director and Head of

at the Australian Chamber Orchestra (ACO),

Fundraising collaborate to identify prospective

generating approximately 30 - 40% of the

fundraising leads, while Colvin invests in getting

organisation’s total income in a typical year. The

to know individual Board members both as donors

result is an organisation-wide commitment to, and

and to develop bespoke engagement strategies

focus on, philanthropy as a key strategic objective.

with them.

“Everyone [understands] that without it, the

“It’s important to get a genuine understanding of

company just couldn’t exist in the way it does, it

who the people on your board are. What is their

couldn’t thrive in the way it does,” says Jill Colvin,

background? What are they interested in? What

the ACO’s Director of Philanthropy

are the things that touch them and make them

and Partnerships.

want to be more involved?” says Colvin.

An organisation-wide approach starts at the top,

Leadership is also demonstrated through high-

with Managing Director Richard Evans and the

profile giving at the Board level, with the Chair

ACO Board playing critical leadership roles in

Guido Belgiorno-Nettis AM and Deputy Chair

giving, getting and advocating.

Liz Lewin both well-known and generous in their
giving. While Board giving expectations are not

“The Managing Director is a fantastic

explicit, donations are publicised and celebrated

ambassador and fundraiser. I can bring him

with the ACO and its donor community as a form

to meet any donor and he will win them over

of advocacy.

because he has an authenticity, charm and
directness which I think people really respond to,”

“People (within the arts community) are very

Colvin says.

conscious of our board and who they are. I think
they’re quite visible among their peers. And

The integration of the fundraising leadership

they take great pride in being a board member

roles – the Board, Managing Director and Head

of the ACO,” Colvin says. “This passion and

of Fundraising – is also critical to the ACO’s

commitment have been particularly evident as

fundraising success, with all three working

we navigated our way through both the pandemic

closely together.

and our upcoming move to new premises at Pier
2/3 in Sydney’s Walsh Bay Arts Precinct.”
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LEADERSHIP PERFORMANCE
IN FUNDRAISING

Major donors expect Board
leadership and personal
investment in the mission.
CEO, Health sector

The survey results show that perceptions of fundraising
leadership performance vary, not only from organisation
but from role to role:
›	Of the 189 survey respondents, only 15 (8%)

This data reflects the fact that it is difficult to

rated all leadership areas as strong or very strong

compare professional fundraisers (that is, HoF)

across all fundraising performance categories

to CEOs, who spend 70% of their time on non-

(knowledge, engagement, impact and willingness

fundraising activities; and to Boards, whose primary

to increase engagement / impact).

governance role traditionally sees them engage less

›	HoF are the highest fundraising performers (on
average 82% across all four measures rating
strong or very strong), followed by CEO's (on
average 70% across all four measures rating
strong or very strong). Boards are the weakest
performers, (on average 32% across all four

with fundraising and who are often faced with lack of
clear expectations around fundraising and / or a lack
of fundraising experience or knowledge. However, if
Board engagement in fundraising is as important as the
survey responses and previous research in this space
suggest, there is therefore significant reason and room
for improvement in this area.

measures rating strong or very strong).

PARTICIPANTS RATING FUNDRAISING LEADERSHIP
AS STRONG / VERY STRONG PERFORMANCE RATINGS (%)
■ Strong or very strong

Knowledge

Engagement

BOARD

31%

CEO

65%

HoF

83%

BOARD

30%

CEO

74%

HoF

88%

BOARD

24%

Impact

CEO

64%

HoF

74%

Willingness to increase

BOARD

42%

CEO

78%

HoF

84%

BOARD

32%

CEO

70%

HoF

82%

engagement / impact
Average across
all 4 metrics
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Increasing engagement and impact
means overcoming barriers
Boards, CEOs and HoF face a range of barriers to

HoF primary barriers are:

increased fundraising engagement and impact.
These barriers differ from role to role.
Boards’ primary barriers are:
› a lack of skill and/or knowledge (41%)

› a lack of time (24%)
›	a lack of resources (23%)
› competing demands on their time (20%)
›	a lack of skills / knowledge / experience (18%).

› a lack of time (26%)
›	the perception that philanthropy /fundraising
is not the Board’s role /responsibility (19%).
CEOs’ primary barriers are:
› a lack of time (52%)
›	a lack of staff resources to support CEO &
competing demands (both at 23%)
› a lack of fundraising skills / knowledge (12%).

Understanding these barriers paves the way
for a more strategic approach to enhancing
leadership performance.
›	Lack of time is a major barrier for all three
groups; focusing on the areas of greatest
impact as appropriate to each leadership
role is key.
›	Building fundraising capacity, particularly
at Board level but also among CEOs
and HoF, is crucial to enhancing
leadership performance.
›	HoF and their teams are adequately equipped
to support the CEO to maximise fundraising
engagement impact.

[Board’s] lack of willingness
to share contacts or actively
participate in or encourage
participation in fundraising
or giving [is a barrier].
CEO, Social Services sector
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Being able to demonstrate that the
board are personally ‘invested’ in
the organisation is a powerful tool
for a CEO to take to funders.

BOARD PARTICIPATION
IN GIVING

CEO, Education sector

Board giving remains a
largely untapped opportunity
Despite growing acknowledgement of the

Unsurprisingly, there is a correlation between

importance of Board participation in giving – that

organisations with explicit Board giving expectations

is, Board members making personal donations

and the percentage of Board members who give

to the organisations they represent – only 15% of

(85%), compared to organisations where Board

respondents indicated 100% participation in giving at

giving expectations are not discussed and the

Board level within their organisation.

percentage of Board members who give (35%).

›	Board participation in giving to their

More concerning is the discrepancy between the

organisation averaged at 58%.

levels of Board giving participation indicated by

›	Boards of cultural organisations had the
highest levels of giving (62%), while Boards
of social services sector organisations had
the lowest (41%).

Board members (71%) and what CEOs (53%) and
HoF (55%) believe Boards give. This suggests a lack
of transparency in reporting against Board giving and
a difference in either perception of or actual Board
giving participation between the Board and the
CEO / Head of Fundraising.

% OF BOARD MEMBERS WHO DONATE DEPENDENT ON EXPECTATIONS OF ORGANISATION
■ % of Board Members who donate

Explicit expectation

85%

Implicit expectation

72%

Not discussed

35%
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There has been a discomfort with fundraising,
[but] we are embarking on a capital campaign
and our board are incredibly connected,
many have the capacity to give and to find
others who can give – the culture is changing,
but it’s a slow process.
Head of Fundraising, Environmental sector

Barriers to Board giving

Self-ratings vs average ratings

For-purpose organisations are increasingly

Data from the benchmarking survey is based

discussing personal giving more openly at

on respondents rating their own engagement,

Board levels, with some adopting 100% giving

performance and impact, as well as that of their

participation. Many for-purpose Boards remain

fundraising leadership colleagues. The data

resistant to mandated giving participation, often

suggests a discrepancy between self-ratings and

based on a prevailing belief that compulsory

average ratings – that is, respondents tended

giving undermines diversity.

to rate their own performance more highly than
others did. This pattern that was evident across all

However, as discussed in Noble Ambition’s 2019

three leadership categories.

white paper, Jump On Board: High-performing
Not-for-profit Boards in Fundraising this concern

For example, Boards rated their own willingness

is unnecessary: mandated giving does not push

to increase engagement and impact as strong

for large gifts nor for only HNW representation on

or very strong at 65%, compared to an average

Boards; rather, its emphasis is on participation at

rating of 44%. CEOs returned a self-rating of 93%

any level, both to build a culture of philanthropy

compared to an average rating of 79% in the

and to better understand the donor experience.

same category. This indicates a limited shared

Another key barrier to giving is the assertion

understanding around what willingness to increase

that Board members already give generously of

engagement and / or impact looks like, despite

their advice, time and professional experience

the critical shared importance in increasing

and therefore should not be expected to give

fundraising revenue.

financially as well. While Board members are
unquestionably generous donors of their expertise,
the act of personal giving remains important
for the organisation, its staff and donors for
multiple reasons. These including demonstration
of leadership, confidence building amongst the
philanthropic community, the ability to make an
ask, and even enhancing staff morale.
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CASE STUDY
Equality Australia
Donations / bequests as % of total revenue: 70%
SECTOR › ADVOCACY

EQUALISING THE ROLE OF THE
BOARD IN PHILANTHROPY
How can a for-purpose start-up, start building its

“So, that clearly articulated position that, yes, this

philanthropic presence? For Equality Australia, with

is a board where you do need to be contributing

its original DNA in the marriage equality campaign,

financially, either directly or via networks or

the challenges were clear.

in other ways. Getting agreement was really
important, [as was] supporting people to do it.”

“From the beginning, we knew we had work to do.
We had some engaged donors who were willing

As a result of these discussions, all Board members

to support the establishment of the organisation,

now contribute to Equality Australia as appropriate

but that was a key question for them as well:

to their individual circumstances. Despite concerns

where are you going to get the money from?”

within the sector that mandated giving can

says Fiona McLeay, Deputy Chair of the Equality

undermine Board diversity, Equality Australia’s

Australia Board.

approach emphasises the act of giving rather than
the monetary value of the gift.

Early on, the senior leadership team identified
the importance of Board engagement in the

Beyond mandated giving, Board members can

fundraising space. Chair Tom Snow was already

access a range of other tools designed to enhance

a major donor, but a broader engagement

their engagement in fundraising. These include

strategy was required to mitigate risk around

external expert coaching, bespoke engagement

succession planning, equalise Board member

strategies, formal training, mentoring and peer

contributions to philanthropy and ensure

coaching. CEO Anna Brown is also an active

ongoing financial sustainability.

supporter of the Board’s role in this space.

In response, the team engaged Noble Ambition

For other organisations seeking to increase Board

to provide external fundraising counsel and

engagement, McLeay says there’s one other

to support the development of a clear Board

important factor that underpins success: the on-

fundraising capability strategy. Next, they started

the-ground work of making the ask. Her advice is

talking openly about the sensitive topic of personal

“to just start doing it and to practise,” she says.

giving. Both Snow and McLeay agreed that a board
giving mandate was the right direction to take.

“What’s the worst that can happen? They’ll just
say no. As long as you’ve asked politely, there’s

“Part of the challenge in this space is the kind of

nothing lost there.”

squirmy feeling that people have when they talk
about this stuff,” McLeay says.
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CASE STUDY
Melbourne Theatre Company
Donations / bequests as % of total revenue: 19%
SECTOR › CULTURAL

INFLUENCE OF THE CHAIR AND
A TIME-BOUND CAMPAIGN
When Jane Hansen AO was appointed as

“I have a personal view that if you’re on an arts

inaugural Chair of the MTC Foundation in

board you have to give. I don’t think everyone

2015, Melbourne Theatre Company’s (MTC)

has to give the same, but everyone has to be

fundraising leadership gained a champion. Jane

able to give what they can afford to give and

also established the MTC’s General Endowment

every dollar donated is appreciated by the whole

Fund (GEF) with a $1 million donation, the largest

team,” says Jonathan Feder, the current Chair of

single gift in MTC’s history from the Hansen Little

the MTC Foundation, and Board Member, MTC.

Foundation, of which she is Executive Chair.
“On that campaign, every Board member came
Hansen, now Chair of the MTC Board, brought a

to the party. It was a matter of teamwork and

strong focus on philanthropy to her leadership,

achieving a common goal.”

and with CEO Virgina Lovett, foundations have
been laid, for a renewed culture of philanthropy

Board giving is, Feder believes, the cornerstone of

among the MTC’s Board, Foundation Board and

an effective fundraising strategy. It’s fundamental

Executive. The establishment of the Foundation

to asking and plays an important role in growing

Board has also been fundamental to MTC’s

fundraising culture and performance.

fundraising efforts and is made up of a range
of talented and motivated members that think

“I don’t understand how you could go out to a

laterally and creatively about fundraising.

donor – someone who you know – and say,
‘Can you then donate to my company?’ when

When COVID-19 hit, MTC Board members and

you haven’t put your hand in your pocket at all,”

Foundation Board members, in partnership with

he says.

CEO Virginia Lovett and the MTC fundraising
team, were determined to drive fundraising action

“[If] you’ve got the leadership, everyone

so launched the Raising the Curtain campaign.

comes along for the journey.”

This successful initiative helped underwrite losses
from the cancellation of MTC’s season as a result
of the global pandemic. But it did more than
recoup lost funds: it also inspired other Board
members to give to a timebound – and deeply
personal – cause.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The below recommendations draw on the data, insights and case studies from the
benchmarking survey to support excellence in fundraising leadership, drive the
development of organisational cultures of philanthropy, and ultimately increase
fundraising revenue and impact within the for-purpose sector.
A series of discussion questions have been provided on page 30 to support the
application of these recommendations within your organisation.

01

		
RECOMMENDATION 1
		Secure agreement from the Chair (and Board), CEO and Head of Fundraising
on the importance of fundraising leadership within your organisation and the
different roles leaders can play.

02

		
RECOMMENDATION 2
		Build a shared understanding of how and where leadership can engage
in fundraising, as appropriate to their role and consistent with fundraising
strategy, to achieve greatest impact for your organisation.

03

		
RECOMMENDATION 3
		Enable fundraising leadership performance with consistent expectations,
compelling communication, transparent reporting against impact measures
and by establishing philanthropic cultural norms.

04

to build collective performance and effective fundraising leadership teams.

05

directors, executives and fundraisers. The more people who engage with

		
RECOMMENDATION 4
		Invest in capacity building (training, peer mentoring and executive coaching)

		
RECOMMENDATION 5
		Encourage engagement in giving among your staff, starting with Board
giving, the more normalised giving and fundraising becomes within your
organisation. A culture of personal giving enables greater numbers of
people to engage with the power of philanthropy, regardless of their
financial circumstances.
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WHERE TO
FROM HERE?
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WHERE TO FROM HERE?
Extraordinary leadership and generosity exist among Boards, CEOs and HoF in the Australian forpurpose sector. This report recognises and celebrates their hard work, energy and purpose but
also seeks to acknowledge the challenges that many face in achieving fundraising success. The
data captured in this report provides a solid foundation on which the sector can start to build new
philanthropic futures. When senior leaders work together towards a common philanthropic goal,
exceptional impact is possible.
The recommendations captured on page 26 provide a blueprint for future activity at the
organisational level. But what about the sector as a whole? Where should we go from here?

CELEBRATE GREAT LEADERSHIP

USE PERSONAL GIVING AS A CATALYST

Redefining great fundraising leadership as

The power of senior leaders to influence change

simply great leadership is key to securing senior

in the for-purpose sector is remarkable. We need

leadership buy-in. This subtle shift can transform

to leverage the collective profile, energy and

the discomfort that Boards and CEOs often

impact of our Boards, CEOs and HoF to promote

experience in the fundraising space into an

personal philanthropy through individual giving.

understanding of fundraising as another aspect of

Currently, 15% of Boards have 100% participation

leadership excellence. Sharing your organisation’s

in giving. We know a substantial number of CEOs

mission, mobilising stakeholders to support it and

and HoF also give. What would be the impact

ultimately delivering philanthropic investment

on our communities if we seek to double or even

requires great leadership. Take the time to

triple that within the next few years? A culture

celebrate it within your organisation, within the

in which all senior leaders give as appropriate

sector and within the broader community.

to their personal circumstances could create a
groundswell of collective philanthropy that could
transform the sector from the top down.

GRAPPLE WITH THE DISCOMFORT
The role of senior leadership in fundraising
remains an uncomfortable topic, particularly in

SHARE YOUR STORIES WITH US

areas such as Board giving. Difficult conversations

At Noble Ambition, we want to profile and

across different power structures and hierarchies

celebrate for-purpose Boards, CEOs and HoF

are essential to acknowledging this discomfort

as national advocates for philanthropy. Please

and use it to create transformative change

contact us to share your stories of great leadership

through philanthropy.

that drives transformation through philanthropy.
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DISCUSSION
QUESTIONS
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
The following questions have been developed

RECOMMENDATION 2

to support open discussion of the report’s

Build a shared understanding of how and

recommendations within for-purpose workplaces.

where leadership can engage in fundraising,
as appropriate to their role, to achieve greatest

Ideally, this conversation would be led by your

impact for your organisation.

Chair and CEO and supported by the HoF, laying



the foundations for a culture of

in fundraising? Do you have formal

more open and effective strategic fundraising

expectations of engagement (i.e. role

communication within your workplace.

statements, reporting measures etc)?

RECOMMENDATION 1



your leaders investing their efforts in

CEO and Head of Fundraising on the importance

the right places?

of fundraising leadership within your organisation
and the different roles leaders can play.


›	Are your current engagement activities
an effective use of leadership time? What

›	Why is it important for your organisation’s

else could your senior leaders be doing to

senior leaders to be highly engaged

achieve impact?

in fundraising?


›	What role will philanthropy and fundraising
play in your organisation over the next

RECOMMENDATION 3

3 - 5 years?


›	Do these engagement activities reflect
your organisational need – that is, are

Secure agreement from the Chair (and Board),



›	How do your Board, CEO and HoF engage

Enable fundraising leadership performance

›	How will senior leadership roles need

with consistent expectations, compelling

to change to support philanthropic and

communications, transparent reporting

fundraising growth into the future?

against impact measures and by establishing
philanthropic cultural norms.


›	How would you collectively (as an

.

organisation) and individually (as an
employee / Board member) characterise
the fundraising performance of your Board,
CEO and HoF: strong, average or weak?


›	How does your organisation measure high
performance in fundraising engagement

It's crucial as a Board
to support our CEO
and lead by example.
Chair, Social Services sector



for Boards, CEOs and HoF?
›	Is your organisation willing to
develop integrated fundraising
engagement reporting for your Board,
CEO and HoF?
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RECOMMENDATION 4
Invest in capacity building (training, peer
mentoring and executive coaching), to
build collective performance and effective
fundraising leadership teams.


›	Are these senior leaders sufficiently
equipped to deliver in their fundraising
roles and are the roles sufficiently
integrated to support collective outcomes?
With more investment, and more refined
strategy, would more be achieved?


›	Based on current performance, how
can your organisation best support the
Board, CEO and HoF to increase their
engagement and impact?


›	How effectively do your fundraising
leaders work together to achieve impact?


›	What sort of fundraising capacity building
activities could you undertake that would
support individual leaders and your
organisation as a whole?

RECOMMENDATION 5
Encourage engagement in giving among
your staff, starting with Board directors,
executives and fundraisers. The more people
who engage with giving, the more normalised
giving and fundraising becomes within your
organisation. A culture of personal giving
enables greater numbers of people to engage
with the power of philanthropy, regardless of
their financial circumstance.


The culture of philanthropy must
start at the top - with the whole board.
The success and growth of this area
depends on investment - both time
and contacts from our most connected
members of the company.
CEO, Cultural sector

›	Why were you drawn to work for, or to
lead, your organisation?


›	Why do you give, more broadly?



›	What impact would you like to see in your
own personal giving here, or elsewhere?
›	Would you consider supporting your
organisation, to help achieve its vision and
impact within the community it serves?
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SUPPORTED BY

The information contained in this paper has been prepared by Noble Ambition Pty Ltd (ACN 625 387 528). It is general commentary only and should not be regarded as advice. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that the information provided in this
paper is correct and current, Noble Ambition cannot accept liability on any account in connection with reliance on any information in this paper. Independent legal and financial advice should be sought on appropriate matters.

